
Rose™
 

Patient Chair
therapeutic motion | hygienic mesh fabric | light weight



Compatible with healthcare demands and designer expectations.
Rose™ Patient Chair

Superior patient comfort. The Rose 
chair’s distinctive dynamic motion 
therapeutically reduces anxiety and 
promotes circulation and relaxation.

Cool and dry, Rose’s mesh seat and 
back provides air flow that wicks away 
perspiration and keeps patients cooler. 
This superior ventilation promotes skin 
integrity. Disinfectants can penetrate 
mesh fabric all the way through to 
promote infection control.

With a sleek, contemporary profile, 
compact footprint, and an emphasis 
on advanced, soothing, healthcare 
environments, the Rose patient chair 
successfully combines good looks with 
unparalleled therapeutic benefits.
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Learn more about 
Rose Patient Chair

Sled Base 
W 24.5” D 26” H 33”, 43.5” or 49”

4-leg Base 
W 24.5” D 26” H 33”, 43.5” or 49”

Specifications

Reduce the risk of injury to staff. Easily maneuver Rose chairs 
with the push bar on the seat back and the rear tilt wheels.

Options include mesh 
or upholstered seats and 
back; sled base, four-leg, 
round arm profile with 
polyurethane arm caps. 

Optional upholstered seat and back covers are removable  
and easy to clean or replace with no downtime. The mesh 
structure enables the chair to remain in use. Headrest covers 
are also removable. 

The designers’ choice. 
The streamlined aesthetic of Rose chairs enhances virtually any healthcare environment.  
Many designers favor the sled base style with its simple cantilevered appearance.
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